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Introduction
If you have ever spent a boring night at home alone with the wife, you can appreciate the kind of energy
and excitement these couples feel as they meet each other for the first time and have wild sex that
reminds them of their free and easy youth before their vows came into play.

Adult Review
The kinky couples in Rookie Swingers know how to have a good time! Watching them as they break the ice in their nervous
first encounters to having the ice completely melted by their incredibly steaming hot sexual acts is mind boggling. They may
be Rookie Swingers but they sure do fuck like real pros. 
  
  With 111 videos in resolutions as high as 1068X600 HD that are all accompanied by photo galleries containing over 200
crisp pics each, it's easy to like Rookie Swingers. The sexy swinging couples' escapades can be viewed in Flash or in
Windows Media Player, either in their entirety or in smaller segments, which lets you skip ahead to the hardcore action if
you're not in the mood for story lines and plots. 
  
  Speaking of hardcore action, The Elsons and The Edwards enjoy sharing their respective spouses in some extremely hard
pussy pounding fun! Barry and Brandy show Grant and his long legged gorgeous wife Audrey the ropes in their first ever
swinger experience. Audrey takes Barry's massive cock into her tight cunt without any hint of hesitation while Grant watches
them as he mounts Brandy. Grant's excitement at watching his wife getting plowed by another man is obvious by the
enthusiasm he puts into pumping Brandy's sopping wet pussy with his rock hard cock. It goes without saying that both Grant
and Audrey find themselves both fucking and being fucked as if they are the ones who are lifestyle swingers! 
  
  Along with the membership to Rookie Swingers comes bonus content which is updated daily and a large bonus network.
The site layout is very appealing for an adult xxx site and it even has a feature that allows you to search for a specific porn
star. This feature is handy when you find yourself attracted in an almost addicted way to a certain adult star!

Porn Summary
These first time swingers might seem a little shy at first but once the clothes come off there's no stopping them from leaving
their vows behind as they intimately get to know each others spouses in some hardcore fucking action that leaves the Tongue
salivating for more!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Rookie Swingers brings couples together in a whole new way'
Quality: 88  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 83 Interface: 85
Support: 87 Unique: 83    Taste: 86        Final: 85
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